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Sexual Orientation Bias Claim Goes to Jury

 

By Kristi O’Heron  4/2/2015 Permissions

 

A bisexual call center employee fired for job abandonment presented enough evidence to have a jury decide

whether she was fired and forced to endure a hostile work environment because of her sexual orientation in

violation of the Maine Human Rights Act, the 1st U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals held.

Shelly Flood worked in a Bank of America call center. Flood claimed she began experiencing hostility and

unequal treatment after her supervisors learned that she was bisexual and dating a female employee of the

contractor that cleaned the call center.

According to Flood, it all began when a senior official saw her sitting at the LGBT table at a bank social event

and saw a photo at the table of Flood embracing her girlfriend. Flood claimed that the senior official looked at

her in shock, walked away, and then had the photo removed by complaining that it inappropriately depicted

alcohol.

Once friendly toward Flood, the senior official began making disparaging remarks about Flood’s hair and

eating habits and gave her disapproving looks when Flood was with her girlfriend, Flood alleged. Flood

claimed that supervisors told her to keep discussions regarding her personal life “off the floor” and prohibited

her from attending meetings of the LGBT affinity group, although other employees discussed their personal

lives at work and attended meetings of the bank’s other affinity groups. Flood claimed that the senior official

told her that her girlfriend should not hang out at her desk for “perception” purposes.

Flood also began receiving poor performance reviews and disciplinary warnings. She claimed that she had

always received positive performance appraisals before then. Flood became fed up and stopped showing up

for work after she asked to be excused from a “crude” conversation relating to a supervisor’s bridal shower

and the supervisor told her to “deal.”



When Flood stopped reporting for work, the bank sent her a letter stating that it would consider her to have

voluntarily resigned if she did not respond within three days. Flood responded three days later with a letter

stating that she felt discriminated against because of her sexual orientation. The bank fired her for job

abandonment sometime thereafter. Flood sued the bank, alleging claims for wrongful discharge, hostile work

environment and defamation.

The district court dismissed Flood’s wrongful discharge claim. It characterized her claim as one for

constructive discharge and concluded that Flood did not meet the heavy burden of showing that she was

forced to resign because of intolerable working conditions. The district court dismissed Flood’s hostile work

environment claim on the grounds that she failed to demonstrate that any harassment was specifically

related to her sexual orientation or that the harassment was pervasive enough to alter her working

conditions.

On appeal, the 1st Circuit overturned and held that Flood’s wrongful discharge and hostile work environment

claims should go to a jury.

The 1st Circuit ruled that the district court incorrectly characterized Flood’s wrongful discharge claim as a

constructive discharge claim. It stated that the heart of the matter was not whether Flood abandoned her job

because of intolerable working conditions, but whether the bank used job abandonment as a pretext for

discrimination against Flood on the basis of her sexual orientation. The court found evidence of pretext,

given that the bank fired Flood despite Flood having responded to the bank’s letter within the three-day

deadline. The court found evidence of discriminatory animus in light of the shift in the behavior of Flood’s

supervisors after they learned Flood was bisexual.

As to Flood’s hostile work environment claim, the 1st Circuit noted that although there was no evidence of

explicitly discriminatory or homophobic remarks, there was enough evidence that Flood’s supervisors’ acts

occurred because of Flood’s sexual orientation. There was also evidence that the supervisors’ constant

scrutiny, undue criticism and unequal treatment of Flood were pervasive enough to alter Flood’s working

conditions.

Flood v. Bank of Am. Corp., 1st Cir., No. 14-1068 (Feb. 27, 2015).

Professional Pointer: This case serves as a reminder that discrimination does not always involve overtly

discriminatory behavior or remarks. Subtle acts, including changes in the treatment of an employee or

inconsistent application of policies or extension of privileges, may prompt and support a discrimination claim.

Kristi O’Heron is an attorney with Marr Jones & Wang LLLP, the Worklaw® Network member firm in

Honolulu.
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